Company Profile
ClickNTech is one of the fastest growing IT Learning Solution, which combines
classic management consulting with outstanding technological expertise. This
approach of thinking in terms of these two areas simultaneously will determine the
future performance of every concern.
Our business is e-education, consulting, training & our strengths are digital
video technologies. Since inception we have been supporting mainly young generation
& helping them to improve the sustainability of their competitiveness and
performance capabilities.





Name of the Organization
Nature of the Organization
Name of the Proprietor
Registered Address

: ClickNTech.com
: Proprietorship
: Ali Ahmed Neman
: Nahar Plaza 3rd Floor, HatirPool

Infrastructure, Human Resources & Business Activity:
Currently ClickNTech.com operating its office at Nahar Plaza 3rd Floor,
HatirPool, Dhaka-1205 with few skilled manpower as permanent employees. Needless
to say that hundreds of experts and renowned media personalities of our society is
regular lecturer of the organization. All our training courses and topics are directed
and controlled by the relevant professional of the country. Sufficient number of
Desktop Computers, Laptops, cameras and other electrical and technological items are
there to support the training session and other related activities of the organization.
We have already conducted several training sessions to adjudicate our young
generation and publish lots of e-education clips in the youtube.
Our Core Mission
The main Moto of our organization is to flourish the e-learning system through
visualized way. We research in different universities and make video tutorials on those
research. All our courses, trainings and topics are designed with video presentation so
that our ultimate learner can easily understand the matter in Bengali. In Future we will
provide this for worldwide in multi Languages. Most of the trainer or instructor of
our organization are working in various Television Channels or working as
freelancers.

Our Conviction
We focus on everything that creates value, avoids waste and continuously
improves our own performance.
It is not just our expertise regarding ClickNTech.com that sets us apart. It is
more than anything the people who work for us. We now have lot of expertise who
has solid industry experience behind them. Our teams are made up of technicians,
engineers, business experts, media personalities and trained instructors. This is
unusual for consultants, but essential for success.
Certainly ClickNTech.com is the best partner for helping you in mastering all
today’s IT challenges and facing the ones to come.

Whose already has worked with www.clickntech.com and also provide their support in future.
Their name and details are below..

Salahuddin Selim

(Head Of Broadcast, Somoy Tv)

Jahangir Hossain Arun
Hasib Ahmed
Shamol Chandra Roy
Akash Kumar
Moshiur Rahman
Mostafa Ahmed
Khan Arafat Mehedi
Monjurur Rahman
Abu Monsur Al Mamun
Nilufer Yasmin
Atik Faysal
Azizul Haque Faysal
Samir Kushari
Md.Sajjad Hossain
Ashraful Abedin Shourov
Jayanta Chatterjee
Anindita Naheen
Taufiq e Elahi Zaman
Sharif ul Haque
Shawkat Hossain Ponom
Nurul Azom Mamun
Khaled Mahmud Rajon
Ruhul Robin Khan
Ashiqur Rahman Polash
Istiaque Ahmed
Sohan Siraj
Didarul Alam Robi
Shad Md.Araf
shrak Siddique Rafid
Arnob Nasir
Md.Khurshid Nijami
Abedur Rahman
Saleh Ahmed Rupok

(IT Head, Boishakhi TV)
(Manager, BOE&IT, Desh Tv)
(Broadcast Manager, Desh tv)
(Asst.Eng. Desh Tv)
(Eng.Desh Tv)
(Sound Eng.Desh Tv)
(Senior Video Editor, Desh Tv)
(Senior Video Editor, Desh Tv)
(Video Editor, Jamuna Tv)
(Video Editor, Desh Tv)
(Video Editor, Masranga Tv)
(Video Editor, Masranga Tv)
(Camera Operation Director,Desh Tv)
(Senior Lecturer,Universal of Liberal arts BD)
(Student,Cuet)
(Freelancer Photographer)
(Freelancer Photographer)
(CSE, FFIT Daffodil Int.University)
(Presenter Desh Tv)
(CSE,Eastern University)
(Motion Graphics Designer,Desh Tv)
(Freelance Artist)
(Shortfilm Maker)
(Freelancer,Motion Graphics Designer)
(Freelancer,Motion Graphics Designer)
(Student,DU)
(Video Editor, Desh Tv)
(Mekatrician)
(Reporter,Desh Tv)
(Student,East-West University)
(Senior Motion Graphic Designer)
(Asst.Eng.Desh Tv)
(Freelance Photographer)

List of Infrastructure:
Office Space: 10 feet/ 27 feet- Studio 8 feet/ 10 feet
LAN: Unavailable
Work Station: Nahar Plaza, 3rd floor, Room- 437, Sonargaon road, Hatirpool, Dhaka
Website: www.clickntech.com

Area of business:
E-education, consulting and training is our main business area. Selling video content and
promoting business or social organization through either our website or video tutorial or articles
another area of business.

Products Line up:
Video tutorial, video profile and written article about different subjects are our main products or
services.

Client List:
Our advertising partners are zettabyte-gadget.com, keenlay.com, green-red.com. We are sharing
contact with YouTube, bongobd.com, Media Reflection

